to scttlc the agrecmcnt (IS years is the
period of time remaining) with the
subdivider would bc calculatcd as follows:
$53.910
Amount advaneed
5,130
Amount refunded to datc
Balance due

$48,780

Equal annual payments of the unrefunded balance of $48,780 for 18 years
would be:
$48,780
= $2,710
18
The present worth of an annuity of
$1.00 per year for 18 years computed
at 6 per cent interest is 10.827603
(Table 3). Multiplying the annual
payment by this annuity factor results
in the total payment of:
10.827603 X $2,710 = $29,343
The procedure may be simplified by
the use of Table 3, which contains percentages to be applied to unrefunded
amounts. . The percentage in the case
described " could be computed as
follows:

Will!. •

0.60153350X $48,780 = $29,343
The factor used was derived in the
construction of the table by dividing

t

m
Jour.AWWjr
■rgi
the present worth of an annuity of m:.
$1.00, or 10.827603, by the remaining' t**'
years of the agreement, or 18 years.
The difTerence betvveen the unrefunded
Äccelerating Calcium Carbonate Precipitation
amount and the lump sum payment to
in Softening Plants
. „
the subdivider would be accounted W
"■^
in the Utility's books as a donation;*' #
Robert
F.
McCauley
and
Rolf
Eliassen
—
Amount unrefunded
$48,780 w.
Less payment to subdivider
29,343 %
A contribnlion to the Journal by Robert F. McCauley, formerly Rem,
scarch Asst., Massachusetts Inst, of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.
$19,43)
To donations accoun
(vow Assoc. Prof. of Civ. Eng., Michigan State College, East Lansing,
1
Mich.), and Rolf Eliassen. Prof. of. San. Eng., Massachusetts Inst,
Conclusion
•
W'
of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.
. ''ff
No one would have the temerity to
conclude the new extension rule is the 'pRADIOACTIVE Strontium presents establishes the background needed for
answer to all the financial problems of
one of the greatest problems an understanding of tVie paper in this
Utility extensions. Undoubtedly, prob-. framong the radioisotopes which may issue (see p. 494) covering studies on
lems will arise in the application of the K find their ways into water supplies as the removal of radiostrontium from,
new rule, which will, however, be con- [ V a result of the use of nuclear weapons water supplies.
siderably less burdensome to the regu.'or nuclear power (2). Extensive Rcaction Rate
lated watcr Utilities of California than ■^studics on the removal of this element
The precipitation of calcium carbothe old rules, which have proved to #(rom contaminated waters have been
nate
in a water-softening process is a
-•conducted
in
the
Sedgwick
Labs,
of
be inequitable for all concerned except the applicant. The new rule will ^Sanitary Science at Massachusetts In- chemical reaction which does not procertainly have to be reviewed in sev- •^ititute of Technology, Cambridge, ceed to equilibrium at a rapid rate.
•;Mass., under a contract with the US The importance of reaction time is
eral years to analyze the financial impact it has had on the water Utilities "Atomic Energy Commission (No. demonstrated by Fig. 1, which shows
MAT(30-1)-621). Previous papers and the time-hardness relationship obtained
operating under its provisions.
■
^reports (2-5) have presented some of when calcium carbonate was preeipifüic procedures and results of these tated in five different chemical reRefctence
_ Studies.
actions. The treated waters -were
1. McNauciiton-, E. F. FundainenUls ol
stirred throughout the entire period,
ccause
Strontium
is
an
element
ütilitv Extension Rules. Jotir. AWn .i
occupies a position in the pe- and a constant-temperature water bath
36:311 (Mar. 1944).
ic table of elements similar to cal- was used. These experiments showed
äflum, the removal of Strontium ions that, after 5 min of reaction time,
watcr
supplies could be accom- 325-380 ppm of hardness remained in
by the processes utilized for each sample. This value decreased to
removal (1). Reduction of 100 ppm or less within 80 min after
■flJJQum hardness to a low level is im- the reacting chemical had been added,
^^tive for a high degree of removal and to 30-50 ppm after about 3 hr of
fl^rontium. The authors found that stirring. Thus, after 3 hr of reaction,
Ä5? basic Information was needed on the solutions had not reached the theWechanism of calcium carbonate oretical equilibrium value of about 15
^^ft3'p'tation in lime softening proc- ppm hardness. It was observed that
.«scs in order to assure maximum pre- the addition of calcium carbonate crystion of Strontium. This paper tals, or other.crystalline material, comnts
some of the results obtained bined with rapid stirring. accelerated
carbonate studies and the reaction to a marked degree. The
487
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addition of 5 per cent of preformcd
crystals to thc waters after a 3-hr reaction time, together with rapid stirring, reduccd the hardness to the theoretical value within 5 min.

/our. /I H7
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hardness, and noting, at thc same, thc
changes in pH. Figurc 1 indicatcs
that, when no preformed crystals wert
present, a wide Variation was to be'
found between the titration curve and

Fig. 1. Timc-Hardncss Eclationship in Lüne Softcning

A measure of the effect of the preformed crystals upon thc rcaction rate
may be obtained from Fig. 2a and 2b
by comparing the Separation between
the equilibrium condition curve to the
curvcs obtained by adding lime to
water containing calcium bicarbonate

such a degree that an equilibrium condition was approached during the first
1-min period when 'saturated lime
, water was being added, and an equii^librium State was reachcd during the
•k l-min period of rapid stirring.
f Pilot Plant Studios
The practical significance of thc rej^sults of the experiments described is
t". strikingly illustrated by the data obV. taincd from a small-scale pilot plant
?|'(scc Fig. 3) designed to soften water
f: under carefully controlled conditions.
rcaction basin having an average rc:~.tention time of 20 min was provided
tv with a propeller mixing devicc. This
"''.was followed by a solids-contact proc.-vtess ("upflow") basin having a retention
iv tinic of only 2 min at an overflow rate
of 5 gpm per Square foot. The short
■j-settling time and high overflow rate
;• were made possible by thc usc of siza|Jble quantities of rapidly scttling crys■ r tals in thc rcaction tank. Calcium carV- bonate hardness was removed in the
; form of substantial growths of crystals
^rather than as a fine crystalline preeipi■^.tate. The scttling characteristics and
^ttcderatmg action of the crystals per^initted water to be softened to ncar
■^icquilibrium at almost any level of hardf-ncss desired. The effluent was re^tnarkably clear.
An integral part of the softcning

Time-hr
O—Ca(HCOi)i in solution, Ca(OH), added; H—Ca(HCOt)-. plus 700
in solution, Ca(OH): added; A—CaCU. in solution, Na-.CO> added;
+ Na(HCOi), NaOH added; •—Na-.COh CaCU added. Various chemteal
preeipitate the CaCO».

^ACCELERATING PRECIPITATION

rcaC

' ^

the equilibrium condition curve. ^
increasing percentages of prcforni.*
crystals, the after-l-min curve..
proached the equilibrium conJ
curve. Thus, the presence of
cent of preformed crystals, by
accelerated the softcning rcaction
.■
■ -at

WaS a
mcter w
bich served as
Contro
^"Kwas
^ Device for plant operation.
desired
£? PH level and never on a concentration
>is. It was necessary to analyze al^^»ty and hardness only when the
Vaters contained noncarbonate
.ess* Determinations were then
Ul e to C0m
*«hÜ^CQj to
^ soften to
pute
soda ashlimit.
rethe the
theoretical
e V a Ue
nitj0n
.'
control of plant op- is shown in Fig. 4 by the rela-

tionship of pH to final effluent hardness. This curve was determined by
operating the pilot plant at various pH
levels while softcning with lime a water
which contained only •• calcium bicarbonate hardness. Preforrried crystals
were present to the extent of 3 per cent
by weight. The pH level was adjusted
to give the various points on the curve
by increasing the lime concentration in
the feed linc. Under conditions approaching equilibrium it was possible
to obtain an Optimum removal of calcium hardness by feeding lime to maintain thc pH level which plant experience had shown to be most satisfactory. This operational procedure was
successful because the 20-min stirring
period carried the lime-calcium bicarbonate rcaction virtually to completion
by the mass action eftect of 3 per cent
of preformed crystals.
When part of the calcium hardness
was in the noncarbpnate form, soda ash
was required to obtain Optimum calcium preeipitation. The soda ash was
added upon a concentration basis, as it
could not be fed in terms of pH level.
When soda ash was added in the necessary concentration, or in a slight excess, lime was fed to maintain the desired pH level. Effluent hardness
again ranged from 15 to 25 ppm.
Discussion of Results
The results of these experiments on
the mechanism of the lime-soda water
softcning process have indicated that
the rate of the softcning rcaction may
be accelerated in the presence of preformed calcium carbonate crystals and
by using pH as the principal criterion
of plant control. The rcaction proceeds quickly to a State approximating
equilibrium, yielding an extremely stähle effluent without the nccessity for
long periods of mixing and ffocculation.
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fS'. nks Provision must be made for 5-20 of lime, based o^chemical analyses of
State close to equilibrium. Shorter re- 1% • nf thorough mixing with 3 per the raw water. Thus, quantity of limc
When a water is lime-soda softencd action periods may be used with higher,-^ P ccnt
C « Ire of preformed cryslals by rather than pH is the entenon of eonfrnm the settlinjr trol. This leaves no direct measure of
in the prescnce of copious quantitics of concentrations of preformed crystals. :;;;- Lr&calcium carbonate crystals, a relation- This suggests that the methods men-V W: r^ks^The basic suggestiön here is that undertreatment or overtreatment and
ship may be established between resid- tioned are directly applicable to the m T nH meter is the prope^ Instrument does not prov.de for a determmaUon
ual calcium hardness and pH level.
softening of waters containmg 60 ppm, o ^ • ior
for pbnrcontrol
preformed
crysof
rate ofjhe
softemng^acUon
m
vw"
— mlir'tnft
^ . . Kocin
. in
.
Further,
the^degree to
*
i i . j i.«when
4U«
thetheplant.
the rcquisite concentration of soda ash or less of magnesium hardness. Seme
fc; tals are added to the mixing basin in
is added to react with noncarbonate magnesium removal may then be noted {
hardness, a value of 15-25 ppm of ca Prelormed Cryslals
Added-ppm
a 800
pteloimed CtysWl»
Added-ppm
o 2,000
o 0
+ 5.000
a 40,000 {470)
+ 200
O 400
• 80.000 18%)

•Equilibrium Cond'tion
Equilibnum Condition

40
50
60
Salurated Urne Water-ml

;rr

pW contammg calcium bicarbomlc is lilralcd * 25'C will, limc wücr. (Compare
S:- r
Fig. 2a.)

Tig. 2a. Effcct of Preformed Crystals
JValer con^n, calciu,* „icar^a,. isgraUi a, 25'C with Im. vaUr.
cium hardness should be obtained
easily. This is accomphshcd by reacting the raw water with hme and
soda ash and stirring rapidly m the
presence of 3-5 per cent Pre{°r"ie
T

lower.
10
•
b ,

fl

laich concentration as to cause soften- which the reaction has proeeeded at
Eins to proeeed quickly to completion. various points in the plant s notreadlime feed is controlled directly in ily observed. With a limited tunc i
LilV.
^
- - u« ueueu p.x
haraness u. - rr
basins
or
compartments,
the
rate
ot
hardness of 85
ofi....
an almost exactly
chemically r^irtinn hpromes all-important. rlant
«^iirohlc
-n
..u
reaction becomes all-important. Plant
.equivalent quantity will result.
dures are appUcaWe • control by pH measurement and return
v and Conventional P^^^ Many plants control operations by
carbonate
Wng chcmical feeders to dose the of preformed
caroonare cryserj*. « • calcium
r\ . i 'II
TM H
atcr with a predetermined quantity tals to the influent will assure rapid

a i~.
.

-

40
so
60
Salurated Lime Water-ml
rig. 2b. Effcct of Preformed Crystals
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rates of reaction and the lowest possible hardness of the effluent.
When waters contain more than 60
ppm of magnesium hardness, excesslime treatment is required to remove
magnesium hydroxide at a pH of 10.5
or higher. If this reaction is made to
take place in the presence of preformed
calcium carbonate crystals, while adding enough soda ash to react with noncarbonate hardness, the calcium level

of lowered pH and thus increase the"
hardness. If recarbonation or split
treatment is carried out in the presence
of preformed crystals, however, the decrease in calcium hardness will be
greater than the increase in magnesium
hardness. When recarbonation or split
treatment is carried out at a pH level
of 9.S-10.2, a very considerable reduc- 1
tion in the hardness of the settled water
or mixture of settled and raw water

5

' is stabilized before filtration. The auhave shown on a pilot plant scale
'■ ■(5) that this stabilization may be ac;■ complished by stirring the water with
V preformed crystals in the manner just
described in order to driv6 the reaction
* between unrcacted lime and CO, or
raw water to completion.
Conclusions
M

1. Lime-soda softening reaction is a
"rate process" which takes place

m
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9.4
9.8
10.2
10.6
W
ph
■" Fig. 4. EfTcct of pH on Effluent Hardness
A pilot plant zvas operated at various pH
"-■levels. Raw watcr hardness was 120
— PPm (as CaCO:); reaction time was 20
■y viin; and preformed crystals were 3 per
cent by weight.

Flg. 3. SmaU-Scale Pilot Plant
Sviall amounts of walcr are softened under carefully controllcd conditions.
of the water should be 30-50 ppm (as
CaCOa), and the total hardness 40-80
ppm.
If this treated water is settled, the
pH may then be lowered by the addition of CO, (recarbonation) or by
mixing with raw water (split treatment). Particles of magnesium hydroxide carried Over from the settling
basin may tend to redissolve because

will be noted. Such reduetion in hardness may be large enough to permit
the feeding of soda ash to be greatly
reduced, or even abandoned entirely.
with a considerable saving in cost o
chemicals.
.
Sand filtration of water which nas
undergone recarbonation or splittrea.
ment causes calcium carbonate Srov"
upon the sand grains unless the wa 6

".]> quickly at high concentrations of re^ acting substances but proeeeds slowly
^*as the reaction approaches equilibrium.
fryT. 2. Rapid mixing with preformed
Cl
7stals accelerates the reaction. This
-^effect explains the value of solids?%-Contact units.
3JCV-3- When a water containing only
^^kium bicarbonate hardness is sofwith lime in the presence of
preformed crystals to approxi;~:IDate equilibrium conditions, a relation*öip can
5^0^ between calcium
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hardness and pH level. If calcium
noncarbonate hardness is present, the
same relationship can be obtained by
adding soda ash in a chemically equivalent quantity which will react with the
noncarbonate hardness.
4. Lime-soda removal of calcium in
the presence of prcformed^calcium carbonate crystals occurs through the
growth of the crystals. These settle
rapidly and produce an effluent of high
quality.
5. Stirring treated waters with preformed crystals is of value in producing
a stable, low-calcium water after recarbonation or split treatment.
6. A minimum* calcium level of
15-25 ppm (as CaC03) can be obtained by stirring lime-soda softencd
or recarbonated water with copious
quantities of calcium carbonate crystals
at an equilibrium pH of about 9.S-10.2.
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